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ON THE DOPPLER FREQUENCY SPECTRUM PRESENTED TO A
MOVING RADAR SYSTEM BY REFLECTION FROM A

ROUGH PLANE EARTH

INTRODUCTION

If a radar system moves over a surface and trans-

mits energy in such a manner that a portion of this energy
impinges on the surface,a scattered electromagnetic field

will result. In general, the field will be scattered in

all directions and a portion of this field will be scat-

tered back to the radar system. Since the scattered field

arriving at the radar system will come from all parts of

the surface illuminated by the transmitted beam of energy,

this field will be presented to the radar system from many

different directions. If the frequency of the field trans-
mitted by the radar system is designated as fo, the scat-

tered field from a particular direction will arrive at the

radar system with a particular frequency that is different

from
fo

due to the Doppler effect. Since there will be

a scattered field arriving at the radar system from many

different directions, there will be a range of frequencies
presented to the radar system. The Doppler shift associ-

ated with the field arriving from a particular direction

will be a function of the velocity of the radar system and

the direction of arrival relative to the direction of
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motion of the radar system. It can be seen that for velo-

cities much less than the speed of light, the Doppler shift

is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the

direction of arrival of the scattered field at the radar

system and the direction of motion of the radar system,

The purpose of this work is to determine the field

density spectrums received by a radar system moving in an

arbitrary direction with a velocity v. The field density
spectrum is, by definition, the frequency distribution of
the field per unit frequency. Expressions will be derived

from which the field density spectrums can be determined

once the scattering surface is prescribed. The results are

also equally valid for a random surface that satisfies

certain conditions, It is only necessary to determine the

electric field density spectrum to obtain a complete solu-

tion to the problem since the magnetic field density spec-

trum can be determined from the electric field density

spectrum.

The far zone field scattered from a surface may be

determined for a perfect conductor by the current distri-

bution method of antenna theory. The far zone is usually

taken to be that region where R 2Y2(D)/2

where 1,'(D) is the diameter of the scattering
surface,
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a is the wave length of the radiation,
R is the distance from the radar system to
the scattering surface.

The use of this method assumes that (a) there is no
shielding of any part of the surface by any other part,
(b) the current distribution over the surface is the same
as that of a plane wave incident on an infinite plane sheet

and (e), there is no current distribution over that por-

tion of the surface that is not illuminated by the radar
beam. Hence the results are restricted to the field den-
sity spectrums in the far zone scattered from perfectly
conducting surfaces of small curvature and to non grazing
angles of incidence.

This method differs from the geometrical optics
approach in that a frequency dependence of the scattered
field is introduced into the calculation of the field aris-
ing from the current distribution. Also, the field at a
given point in space is the resultant of contributions from
all points in the illuminated region rather than from a
point determined by geometrical considerations only.

The current distribution method is also the basis of
an approach by Hoffman (4, PP.291-304) and 5, PP .96-100),

in determining the scattered field from a surface. The

present approach differs from that of Hoffman in taking
account of the effect of a moving source.



NON - RANDOM SURFACE

1. FORMULATION

No generality is lost by assuming the velocity

vector associated with the radar system is in the xz

plane of our coordinate system and makes an angle )with

the x axis. The origin of our coordinate system will be

assumed to coincide with the radar system. If a cone with

apex angle 0 is constructed with the velocity vector as

Its center line, the cone will intersect the plane z -h

at the curve

(2.1.1) 72(e,x) = (xcostp+ hsin4)2 8842

Since the Doppler shift of the scattered field arriving at

the radar system from the directions defined by the e cone

is proportional to cose, the portion of the field that ar-

rives at the radar system with a frequency greater than f

will be scattered from within (2.1.1). Similarly, that
portion of the field at the radar system with a frequency
greater than f -41f will be scattered from within

(2.1.2) 72(0+60,2) = (xcostp+hsin02 8002(0+40)-x2-h

That portion of the field with a frequency less than or

equal to f but greater than f -41f will be scattered

from the surface in (2.1.2) but not in (2.1.1).



be

(2.1.3)

It is well to note that (2.1.1) is a conic and will

an ellipse if e < 9v,

a parabola if 0 =LP,
a hyperbola if 0 > q),
a circle if ti-' = 1/2

5

The radar beam will be considered as a uniform

conical searchlight with apex angle a and whose center

line makes an angle p with the xy plane and an angle y

with the xz plane. The a cone will intersect the
z = h plane at the curve

2,y a,x) (xcos3cosy+ycos1siny+hsinP)2sec2a-x-h2.

This intersection will be:

an ellipse if a A

a parabola if a mg 0 ,

a hyperbola if a > p #
a circle if fit is 41c/2

The scattered electrical field at the radar system
in the far zone with frequencies between f and f -Af is
given by Silver (9, pp.144-149).



(2.1.6) -E4 (a,P,V,y,e,04.40

r, n x It1 4,11 ) R e-4 -4 -ik R
1 l1

*41,
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where R 1r is the vector from the origin of the coordi-

nate system to the intersection of the s = -h

plane by the center line of the a cone,

R

Is the vector from the origin to the scattering

element of the surface,

1r is the normal to the surface,

s the portion of the surface from whichD00+40
the field that arrives at the radar system with

frequencies between f and f -,Cf is scattered,

Ai. is the magnetic inductive capacity,

ft is the incident magnetic vector,

F=

,

0 velocity of light,
f f 4 7 f
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It can be seen from Fig,. 3. that p must be restricted to
the range of values 0)0 to assure the intersection of
the center of the a cone with the plan z -h. It will
be recalled that the theory has previously been limited to
non grazing angles of incidence. In accordance with this
it will also be required that a >p> a >0, hence the a

cone will always intersect the plane z -h in an ellipse
or circle.

The electric field density spectrum is defined to be

1(2,1.7) n 0,,i'efte) aae.o 046.6) .

According to Silver (9, P.149),

(2.1.8) r(a.,13,Y4Ysese+443) gz(*ft a,0,1-Pervese+6

The magnetic field density spectrum is then

(2.1.9)(asP,W,Y,e) m(*)141-111X f(a.P.Viy,e))

where from Fig.1, it is seen that

--> ->
(a) R1 icospoosy + foosPainy - ksinP

(2.1.10) (b)? x + Ulz(xty) -

(a) t n + jny



and z(x,y)-h is defined to be the scattering surface.
Further progress depends upon the specification

of the incident magnetic field. An incident plane wave

will be assumed, so that for parallel polarization

Bo .4
(2.1.11) Hi= (isiny-jcosy) ew17C7-j5)

k* = gE f*where

w* = 2af

and is the impedance characteristic of the medium above

z(x,y)-h. Since the velocity of the radar system is small
compared to the velocity of light, (6, pp.243-245),

(2.1.12)

9

?'= f _ cos()0 )1.,

where v is the velocity of the radar system,

fo is the frequency of the transmitted

radiation,
A is the wave length of the transmitted
radiation.

For perpendicular polarization, the incident magnetic field

Is

(2.1.13) gi= !9(ia!sinPacosy + Isinfisiny 4008)

*eihet-16741)]



From (2.1.6), (2.1.10), (2.1.11) and (2.1.13),
4 4444.omitting the factor eJ. ",

(2.14110 it (ad,41,ypepe+46) = AriAeila BO
atrt -17

(l'oosysini5+IsinysinP+Iosp)for parallel polariza
tion
(tsinr-lOosy) for perpendicular polarization

sine)e-1(kfle)f°111(nicosPcospnycoscisinr.nz

where 6,8414.6

(2.1.15)
3 xoospeosy + [h-s(x,y) isint3 .

In a similar manner, it can be seen from (2.1.9) and
(2.1.14) that the scattered magnetic field at the radar
system with a frequency between f --45f and f will be

(2.1.16) 1(a03oloysese+60) = Tch Eo
2xIlt '7

1.-+

--:.(isinr-joos polarizationy) for parallel polization
4 -* -,

(loosysinfi+js nysinpfkoosp)for perpendicular
polarization d

f(n
cospoosy+neosPsiny-risinp)e'l(;°)M ds

D8,43+,60

x

From (2.1.8), (2.1.9), 2.1.14), and (2.1.16), it is

10
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evident that the scalar portion of the electric and mag-

netic field density spectrums for both parallel and per-

pendicular polarizations is proportional to

urn
(2.1.17) =e),,de.0 f.(f!1.)

to(2.1 .18) f -4f

*
-i(k+k )101i

cosPcosy+nycosPsiny-nzsinp)e
']. ds

0403+,d6

Since v <<0

Substituting (2.1.18) into (2.1.17),

. lir(2.1.19) I(0)=
Urn -/2v

4040 cose-cos(e AG) 21ER
71

i;;fk*)1 dS .(nxcosPcosy+nycosPsiny-nzsi P)e

I)0,0+40

From differential geometry

(2

1/2

1.20)
(b) ny = zy(x,y)/(E0-F2 )

n = 1/(EG-10')12

a) n = zx(x,y)/(EG-F2 )1/2
x

3

x 1/2
S = (EG-F ) dydx

2v
cos°

2v
fo

+ cos(0+40)



The substitution of (2.1.20) into (2.1.19) yields

lint Ahv f iii e-iill _SE(2.1.21) T(Al--,7040 0000.0080+,66) taxi/ 1? )

irir

(zIply)cospoogy 4. z7(x10y)oosPsiny 40 sinp)

D0,84160 e Y711 dydx

It will be required that z(x,y) and its first
derivatives exist and are finite. This requirement is not

unreasonable when it is recalled that the surfaces have
previously been restricted to ones that have everywhere
a small curvature and where there is no shielding of any
part by any other part. Also the region of integration

has previously been restricted to be finite, hence equa-
tion (2,1,21) can be rewritten as

(2.1.22) 1(0)

IT(zx(x,y)cospeos ,y)cosPsiny+sinP)

D00+69 )R1 dydx

It follows from (2 1.22) and (2.1.15) that

lint 1(2.1.23) I(e) -1a040 co .cos(e+40

,f1K (x/y) i(kW)(xcosPoosy-z(x,y)sinp

ete+ile

fell° -ikR lim 1
2vr0lIR 60+0 cosekicos(e+a

12



where

(2.1.24) 3
fcE0

2vfR e-1(k+k*)hsinP

(2.1.2 ) (x,y) = (x,y)cosPcosy + zy(x,y)cosPsiny+sinfil

It will be recalled that the region of integration in
(2.1.23) is defined by the intersection of the 43 cone,
the 6+46 cone and the a cone with the plane s

a,x )

4,141111111Pr4N,

FIGURE 2

X2 4. AX2

Xi + AX1

(

LI 0+ Ae,x)



From (2.1.23) and Fig.2, it is seen that

1(2.1.26) I(0) = S60
cose-008(etde)

xitdx1 y(asx)
fx(x,50-i(k+0)(xcosPoosy-z(x,y)sinp).J Cdydx
y(0,x)

x2 y(0+40,x)
,TKIxey)e-i k+e)(xcospoosy-z(x,y)sin )d dx

ci. y(e,x)

x2+4x2 y(04140,x) -
fgjx17)e-i(k+e)(xcosPcosy-z(xsy)sinpl

+ ay
x2 y(a,x)

Since the integrand in all three parts of (2.1.26) exists

and is finite over the entire range of integration, it

follows that

(2.1.27) I(e) 4840 oose-cos(etae)

7(e+.60,x)

s,mxty)e-cole)(xcospoosy-z( xolsinP)dyft .

xi Y(e,x)

The region of integration in (2.1.27) has previously been

restricted to be finite, hence it is permissable to inter-

change the integration with respect to x and the limit

process. This results in



x2
1(2.1.28) I(0)1116 jr limf6040 oos0-coqe+48)

xi

(0+40,x)
K(x,y)e

vr,(0,x)

k+k*)(xcospcosy-z x

With the use of L Hospital s Rule, equation (2.1.28) can
be rewritten as

(2.1.29)

(2.1.30) i(e

stitution

x2
e),=s r r um

e+o n($+60) (13+46,x)

x2

Kixa(esx))

(xcosv+hsintil2

1(xcompftsinvesee20 x2-h
1/2

-i(k+k*)(xcosficosy-zix,y(0,x)isinp)/

It appears to be advantageous to make the sub-

is

dx.

[Kix,y(04100,x)]

e-1.(41c*)(xoospeoey-ztx,y 40,x isinP dx.

From (2.1.1) and (2.1.29)



(2,1.31) a + dsint = zoosit+hsingis

where

(b) a

(2.1.32) (o)

(d) e Li) ,

(2.1.35)

halm (I)

1-seo2eoos2LP

h2
1-seo2Soos

Substituting (2.1,31) and (2.1.32) into (2.1.30)
t2 - F 310,0).33) I(0)= K ( t) i(Maint -

1 (dint + )2 d
where

i1(2.1.341 La e[foE0
_i(kR+rh)

2vfoNRoos*-8(oos'26-cos24414

-i(k+0.)oosi3cosysin ,kpcost 1

00828-0024L1

h(k+k4`)cosPoosysinOoose

oos2O-0o12V

(a) b2



(241,36) K1(0,t) =

hainecosesint+hainumosw hsinecost 8
II 0°620-0092y toos20-cos2411/2

(2.1.37) ($,t) =

[
fthsinOcosesintsinocosW hsinecost

z cos2e-cos2q)
,

(cos2e-00s2A1/2

(2.1.38) r= (kW) in p .

Equation (2.1.33) is an expression that is propor-
tional to the scalar portion, of the field density spec-
trum. Further progress depends upon the determination of

the limits of integration and the specification of the
scattering surface.

17



sidered:
Case I

Case II
Case III
Case IV

Case V

2. LIMITS OF INTEGRATION

It is seen that there are five cases to be con-

3T( 8,X) 2t 0, y(e ) ;! 0

y( x ) t 0, y(8,x2) 1; 0 ,

y(8x1) Of y(010X2) >0

Y(O,X1) < 0, 7(es,X2) <0

No intersection .

A return to the radar system will be realized for Case V
only if the intersection of the 8 cone with the z -h

plane is within the intersection of the a cone with the
z -h plane. It follows from Fig.1 that a return will
be realized in the other four oases only if

(2.2.1)
where

(2.2.2) (a) a 0

(b) as 0+ a

In the above equations, 8 is defined to be the angle
between the centers of the a cone and the 8 cone, hence,

(2.2.3) cos° cosPooeyoostp+ sinasinw.

The situation that has been considered in all the
previous work is described by Fig.2 and corresponds to

e < e < e
3. 2

18
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Case I. By a process similar to that used in the develop-
ment of (2.1.30), it can be seen that the following ex-
pressions are valid for the corresponding cases.

Case II

(2.2.4) I(0)=
c

31
os."

Case III

[fGlix,y(0,x ]

xl

xi x2

(2.2.5) I(0) c11x,y(0,x)]dx + Gix,y(Olox))
cos30 Li 2

Case IV xl
(2 2.6) I(0)=----- [cF(xoy(el,x)idx + f4x,y(e,x)]dx

eos30

?Ixalesx)]dx]
x2

Case V

(2.2.7) I(0)=----- cfGlx (Sox)] Flx,y(0,x)].] dx
ees3e

8

filx,Y(9 tx)idx]
x2

where )/ and in are the intersections of the 0 ellipse
with the projection of the x axis on the z = -h plane

and from (2.1.1), it is ;een that

(a) 2= h etn (w+e)
(2.2.8)

(b) m = h ctn (w-O)



G(x,y(0,x)] K(x,y(9,x)]

(2.2.9) (lcoos+ hsins612
[(xcosv+hsiny128e020-x2-

e-i(k+k*)(xcos3coey.zix,y(0,

Fix,y( soc)] = G(x,-y(0,x)]

If the change of variable (2.1.31) is substituted
in (2.24) through ( .2.7) inclusive, the result is:

Case II m1 /1(11

(2.2.10) I(0) = L ISG10ti ,t)dt + JF
t2

0,t)dt]

Case III t1
trg

(2.2.11) I(0) L pi(0,t)dt + G (0,t)dt]
1

Case IV 1 1
(2.2.12) I(0) =L [1F1'(0 t)dt ( st)d + 101(0 )dt

t2-1 1

Case V 1

(2.2.13) I(0) =L fiG1(0,t) + F1(0 t)]dtii

.1.

where

20



,t) est)e-1(MsintPz1(e'")(deint+a)2

[
F 0 0 = G hsintoos sint+hsinipbos4/,_ hsinecost

3. oos2 8-cos2V, r-c:11-87;;;I;7172.

The limits of integration appearing in (2.2.10)
through (2.2.13) inclusive, and (2.1.33) will now be
determined, From (2.2.8) and (2.1.31),

.41 (cos20-cos2LP)ctn(d/+8)- o gleirtg) a(2[ ]
.2.34) I sin

[
.1 (cos20-cos2ap00ot-0)-cosgisinW

(2.2.15) mi sin
cosesin0

Tho simultaneous solution of (2,1.1) and (2.1.4) yields
[10, pp.3-11]

(2.2.16) ( o 8 osPcosy+cosacos4) + yeosecosPsiny

h( osasin46 cosOsinP) .

Taking the first sign in (2.2.16), the simultaneous solu-
tion with (2.1.1) yields a quadratic equation in x. If
the substitution

(2.2.17) u xcoscp +

1Most of the following results on the limits of integration
were taken from Boeing Mathematical Note No.35,50n the
Doppler Spectrum for the 3-Dimensional Case",by W.M. Stone.
It was felt that this should be included to obtain a
reasonable amount of continuity.

21

=cosOsin8



is made, the result is a quadratic equation in u .

(2.2,18)

where

(2.2.19)

It follows that (10, p.11)

(2.2.20)
cos

sign and

( cosecospoosy-c °sac oscu)2cos2Pain2y( co520.cos2ip

I(cosSeospoosy
cosacosw)

(cospoosysinip sinpeoscP)

+coseco 2Psin2ysinqi; RoospsinycosiV1

where i = 1 for the minus sign and i = 2 for the plus

2 2qhu + sh2

cosecospoosy-cosacosiy)

+cos2psin2y( cos2 0..cos2q))

(b) q Oae cosecospeosr-cosacos

( oospeosysinip-sinficosq)

+ ooseaos2Psin2ysiniP)

(0) s = oos2C(cospcosysintp-sinpeosiP)2

+co32psin2

(d) q2-pr os29cos235in2yco32V

sin2asin2O- ( cosacos45-cone )21 .

22



(2.2.21) R2 = sin2asin2 (cosacos8-cose)2

From (2.1.31), it is seen that

(2.2,22) ti = sin-1 ( uld- = 1. 2

Equations (2.2.14), (2.2.15), and (2,2,22) are expressions

for the limits of integration appearing in (2.2.10)

through (2.2.13), inclusive.

In all of the following work, the situation dee-

cribed by Case I will be assumed. It can be seen that
the only essential difference between the different
oases is the limits of integration, hence all cases can
be handled in the same manner as Case I. Further pro-

gress necessitates the specification of the scattering
surface.

23



where

3. DOUBLY SINUSOIDAL SURFACE

The case where the scattering surface is a double
sinusoid will now be considered.
Let

(2.3.1) z(x,y) = Acosfteozgy

Substituting (2.3.1) into (2,1.25), it is seen that

(20.2) K(x,y) 301 -.(APsinPxcosQy) cospeosy

-(AqcosFxsinQy) cospsiny

+sinp

From (2.3.2) and (2.1.31),

(20.3) Kl[est] = -IAPsinP(Esint+3)cosQ(foost)cos3oosy]

-LAQcosP(Esint+3)sin4(§cost)oosPoirlY]

+sinp

6 hsinecos8
0os26-cos20'

h osipsinq)
2cos 8-cos V)

hsine

(cos2e-cos201/2

Substituting (2.3. into (2.1.33) results in
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(2.3.4) 1( ) = L co cosyAPsinP(Esint+3)cos oat)

- co psinyAgcosP(Esint+i)sinQ(foost)

sinole-ilMaint-cAcomP(esint+3)cosQ4cost)1

(daint+a)2 dt .

The scalar portion of the field density spectrums
from a doubly sinusoidal scattering surface is propor-
tional to (2.3.1). The scattering surface becomes a
plane if A = Oa hence for this case

t2
(2.3.5) 1(0) = L sinP

j70-iMaint( daint+a)2 dt .
t1



(2.4.3)

(24.4) ici(ett)=

(prly)li.(xty) = icosgeosy :E: )17 pa001
01111.40 10/11.080 .0

From (2.4.3) and (2.1.31),

110

+ i. coop:111w5 >a e
p 0

osgeowr5-- Epapoe
ses 0

17 )+BinP

sint+3 )41eost)

41,00,r25.-- y: 01(19(Esint+3)trost]
pm-. 1w-' Pf

+ sing

4. SURFACE REPRESENTED HY A FOURIER SERIES
26

The case where the scattering surface is any sur-
face that can be represented by a Fourier series will now

be considered. Let

z(x y) > 11,41 e VT)
ezu...ot ipicaa u

where to make the surface real, the following condition
is imposed:

(2.4.2) a ,d= a
..p,..1 61

In this case, the tilde indicates the complex conjugate
The substitution of (2.4.1) into (2.1.25) results in



Substituting (2.4.4) into (2.1.33) results in

t2
(2.4.5) I(0)loosp[1. (peosy+b-siny)

ti

aPO ei(p(ssint +3)-11.1K003
sini5

-1(Maint-f

(dsint + a)2 dt

27

i[p (ssint+3 )+Igtost])e,,, e



where

FACE

FOMULAT I ON

Let z(x,y) be a separable random process, real
and continuous in the mean over a finite region D with

mean zero and covariance function r(x,y,x'sy1). Since

z(x,y) is to represent a surface, it will be required
to be twice mean square differentiable to assure the
differentiability of the procese (1, p.140). The sur-

face is a separable random function if and only if
there exists a bilinear representation (7, p.27):

(3.1 1) r(x,yoxl ') = 1/2. (x,y) 42
mpn=

where q2 and A. are eigenfunctions and eigenvaluesmn mn
of the integral equation:

(3.1,2)4P(x,Y) = jir asx'alOqx 1 dx'dy'.

Hence, for every (x,y)E D(7, p.27)

2(3.1.3) z(x,Y) = 1.i.m. A.71/ 49 (x,y) z
m,n=1 mn mnmn

28



(3.1.5)

E ( Zinn ) 0

(3.1.4)
E/ (z z )MA pq

4
E(a0,94y,

10

if qpin and/or p#q

1 if nrstn and pm%

The symbol EI is used to denote mathematical expec-

tation,

The portion of the far zone electromagnetic field

that arrives at the radar system with a frequency between

f -AZ' and f will be scattered by D and is
e+AB

given by Silver (9, PP144-149).

etde) = :112h-e-iEh

.;)

where k,wvc, R, R1, and r are defined as in (2.1.6)

and

TheThe integral in (3.1.5) is now a stochastic integral

whose existence is assured as a result of a theorem by

Doob (3, pp.62-63).

As before, for the case of parallel polarization,

29

f{rx x )114 e

--)

d3

DGO+

(a) it = zx( x,y) (x y)
23/2

(3.1.6)
(b) dS (EG-F2) 2 dydx .



Eo 4(3.1.7) H
4i = (isiny - jcosy) e1(!()1

and for perpendicular polarization,

(3.1.8) Hi = (i sinkosy + j sinPsiny + k cos)
i(w*t - k*(iigm

Substituting the quantities defined by (2.1.6), (3.1,6),
(3.1.7), and (3.1.8) into (3.1.5),

.4 irl -117/1 Eo(3.1.9) R (a,pop,y,e,e-hele) --- a
22R 7/

C(i

(i cosysinP + j sinysinp + k cosP) for parallel

siny - j cosy) for perpendicular polarization
.:0 Ap

-o

polarization

iff(zx(x,y)
cospcosy + qx,y) cosPsiny + sine)

epe+oe -1(k+le) --ir I
e dydx .

From the definition of r(a,p,(P,y,O) in (2,1.7)
it is seen that the scalar portion of the field density
spectrums is proportional to

111_ -11a ESE lim /112v(3.1.10) I(e) = 22R a II 40+0 eos0-cos(e+66)

11(zx(x,y)cospco5y + zy(x,y)cosPsiny + sinP)
Dese+ae -i(i +t) it 4

dS .

In much the same manner that was used to derive (2.1.30),
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X2

cos30
(3.1.11) I(0) Kix (0,x)]

k*)(XcosPcosy zix,y(0,x)sin3)i

(=ono+ hsin4)2 dx

i(xcosiii+ hsinw)28ec e

Where K(x,y)x(x,y)cosPcosy + z(x,y)cosPsiny + sin§

ifeE0 .ikR k+le)hs np
2f0R9

Equation (3.1.11) is an expression that is proportional
to the scalar portion of the field density spectrums
scattered from a random surface. The expected value of
the field density spectrums and the associated covariance
will now be determined. The limits of integration for
all the following expressions are precisely those that
were determined in Section 2 of Chapter 2



2. EXPECTED VALUE AND COVARIANCE

From (3 1.11) and (3,1 9), it is seen that the
expected value of the electric field density spectrum
is

(3.2.1)

(3.2.2)

Eif 41,Y,0)1 =

.4(1 eos sinP j si s nP + 7cosp) for parallel

f(

polarization
-, siny Icosy) for perpendicular polarization

2
lax,y(epx)]

11(e)1

S X2

0°830

cos30

(10.1e) xcosPcosy zlx,y(e,x)]sinPi

(itoos4v+ heinu)2dx
((xco (Ahsinal 280020.x2 31/2 s

A similar expression also exists for EifI(( 0,40,y, )3

Hence, using Fubinils theorem (8, pp.207), it is seen

that the scalar portion of the expected field density
spectrums is proportional to

2080 hairx
comp + o 0

k4 cosPcosy

32
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From the definition of K(x,y) in (3.1 1), and equation

(2 1.1), it is seen that

(3,2.3) Eif Kt 70, ] i(k+0) z[x,7(0,x)]sinP]

x.costp+lis 21.0 28"26..x2-elt{{(cospeosy+oospsi
[(xcosOhainv42seo20comp-x]

[ (e,x)] + in e i(k+ICP)z(x,y(0,x))sini3

According to Bartlett, (1, P.140) for a mean square
differentiable random process V(0,x)

(3.2.4) H [1/x03,301

Hence,

(3.2.5) xor(o eifz(x,y(et

f e1r5(x.y(ei,x))1
Ox

From (3.2.3) and (3.2.5

(3.2.6) E/ 1K(x,y(e elfz(

[

cospoosy+cosP ny i(xcostAbsinges
T. (xcos0+hs1n4isec

,70 ))/Ej
4310

+ sinpi

]
020.x.2..h2A
Ocosiii- x



Substituting (2.1 3 ) into (3.2.6),

(3.2e7) Elf e,t) eif 1(0,0?

111(6,t) - B(6 + sin Al

eiS2z1(8101

where
A(0,0 = oosPoosy 0OA 4" 0052y/

haineoosecost

loos20 - (p) /2B(0,t) coaPsiny cos2
hainesint

From (2.1.31), (3.2.2), and (3.2.7)s

(3.2.8)

where

From (3.1.3) and (3.2.8),

ifolt

t2
111(0)1 = L(0) S' (daint + -1/1(0)s nt

ti

os 0(oos O.-cost/41/2 2vre
i(k+k*)oo8poosysinftos41

oos20-cos2cp

h(k k4)0osPooriyainOoos0
aos 0 - coal29v

sinf3} El fei
Got)

+fh)

dt



t2

(3.2.9) EIII(0).1= L(0) (daint + a e

[A(0 ) 13(0,t)]A+ sin}

e

u1
-1/2if A q 'imn(0 t) z

*

nms mn
man]

where 4/1=4(0,t)

go9hsinecost-hsinecosOsint+hs osW

mn cos 0 cos 9! (cos20-cos20
Once the random surface has been specified, the expected

field density spectrums can be determined from (3.2.9)

for both parallel and perpendicular polarization.
The covariance of the electric field density

spectrum is by definition

(3.2.10) Wasp,041.10,0/) =

na,p,w,y,e) Eit npa,p,,,y,e)1) .
) _ (t(cL,13,k1411free )i)1

where the tilde indicates the complex conjugate in this
case. Equation (3.2.10) can be rewritten as

(3.2.11) W(a,30AY.erel )

r(a,3,w,y.0) eoz.w.y,e'
- t(rt,p,v,y,o) El 6a.p.4)..r.01

dt

35
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It is apparent in (3.2.11) that the covariance is related
to

( 3 .2 .12 ) as fiswiy, 0 )1

2
r

3cos °cos-3o'

( k*)1 xcospcoey etx,

cosy* heinqedx
[(xcosy*hsinq) secC-777)h-d

x)]

e )[ xcos3cosy-z[x,y(0',x)]sin31

Etx,y(e,x)]
xi

(xeosy* hsinv)2dx

E(xcosy*hsiny1230029i.

where
5'. r cEo ei(kR+fh)

2folin

2v+ cos 0'x

In the above equation, xi and are defined to be the
points of intersection of the la' ellipse with the
a ellipse.



becomes

(3.2.1k)

(3.2.12) can be written in tho form

Eti PasPIii*Yie) ActPVYiei)}

ffIc2Aho2 1

41102R2v212 cos3ecos3,

litxpy(0,x)] tx'a(e'sle)]

(xcosti4 hsinte
Excovis-lisint42seo20 -

(x/cos04. hsin012

E#( tas13,16y2e) asP,V,Y,°' )1
ff'o2AF B02
2_2 2 2 3_ 3_14o-1i v -rt cos ecos e

(x'cos04. hsing12
[(lecosOiasinip)2sec20/- h2I1/2

37

[(x'costfthsin02sec20'- - h231/

el( k+it) f( x'-x)cosPoosy-( zix,7( 0,x) 1-s(xlsy(e'sx' Ma101
dx1 dx

With the use of Fubini's Theorem, the expression above

Equation

(3.2.13)



(3.2.15)

(a)

0i(k+k*)(x'-x)cosPoosy

xa(e,x)]K[xiorteltxl]

The following change of variable will now be made:

dsint + a = xcosw+ hsinyv,

disine + a' = x'cos4,+ hsingv,

2d =
(b) /0

d =

hsinci/8, a
1.-see2Ocos2cp

(cos 6 cos VI (cos 008

1311
EIT3C 1dX

h2heine,iI, =
1-sec cos 4/ 1-60020 cos2y/

Substituting (3. ) into (3.2.14), it follows that

(3.2.16) E'f Pad!. OW.e) )/

ffic2,A2E02

kfo2R2v212cos26cos2se

k+k4)(e-a)c speosy
cos ç'
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'(k1

2 t
iS2

f(dsint a)2(disinti+t t1

ei1N(0' )sinti

fK (0,t)Ki(0'

iftz

where tIl and t2 are given by (2,2.22) with 0

replaced by 0' and

N(01) ( 1v) dicospcosy 0

K1( st) 00 (A(0pt)-13(0
azi(Opt)t)] sin0at

From the expression for (00 in (3.2.16),
it is seen that

(3.2.17) EIK1(000)11( eiriz irti)]/

f(tA0,0-130 ][A(e,t1).B(e/ )]

(0t) az1(6'

+ sinpfiA(0' it' )-B(0' ati

) int]

) I dt at

at at
azi(6 ,t)

+IA( )-B(00]az1(61 "1ot
1rtz1(811)z (eiti )]}
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As a result of (3.2.4), the following equations are
valid: -1
(3+2+18) (a) E isit(Ost) e1f(st1(950zi(015e)1

eiftzi(e,t)_zi(e,
dc

(b) E'fzi (0/.t/) ezi(e,t) z

= E/f oiftzi(0,t)-zi(V,e )ji

(o) Elzit("ziti tei
eif1z1o,t)-z1(0' e)11

= g ,r 4nf
To2 ji*F".ti E

The substitution of (3.2.18) and (3.2.17) into (3.2.16)
yields

(3.2.19) Elt(a,0,4W,G) i(a,13,tp,y,ei )1

2 2 2ff c E0

L. 2,2 2 2 2 2 /440 A V 7 cos Ocos 0

1(k+k4)(a-a)co83cosy
cosqv

(cos4e-cos201/2(cos2 /2 1/2wig')



t,
f

2
(dsint a)2(disinti+ a!)2

eiLN(0/ )s1ne-N(0)s1nt]

fLA(ept)-B(Ost)][A(8/ 1)-B(0'

sin ( tAce ).B(e1,e )] b+,-

-LA(e 0.43(e,t)] ji

+s1fl2t31El e
if z (Ott) z ( t' )]1dt/dt

From (3.2.19), (3.2 .9 (3.2.1), and (3.10

(3.2.20) W(asof3tp,y,e,81 )

.{!2
(dint

15inf3( [A(e,

f t

) cospoosy
oosip

eeos e (oos20-cos20 ( o $.00s i

i(ki.k*Ma

fflo2,4? 2

4f02v2leR2

LA(e,t)-E(O t))(A(

a)2(disine+ a' )2

eiLN(01)sint'-N(0)sinti

)-B(e' ) at,
-LA( t)...130,0)

a2
*Wring" 011141.0141.67

? atat

'J31$" 2)] 73. a
r- Chat'



sinpl E'.1./2 -1/2ip[I A (Pi 0,0z E A (P). 03'
monisl lun inn inn *yowl Din ran

liA(Ost)...B(0,WIA(0/ )-13(0'

isinA/
P [A(0/

out Zmn

dt'dt
Jr(dsint + a 2(d/sintl+ a'
V"

eJAN( )trine - int]

, )
dt

.e)]

LA(est)-Bostri

dt/ dt

Equation (3.2.20) is an expression for the covariance of
the electric field density spectrum that is valid for
both perpendicular and parallel polarization. It can be
seen that the covariance goes to zero as it should for
the case of a random surface where the motion of any

particular part is independent of all other parts. The

112



covariance for the magnetic field speetrum is identical
to (3.2.20) except for the quantity/4.2 being replaced
by E.144 The particular case where the scattering
surface is described by a Gaussian statistic will now
be considered.



Let z(xsy) be a Gaussian surface with mean
zero and standard deviation 0-2(xsy). From the defini-
tion of matheluatical expectation*

El alfz(x0y)1 1
V2nr(x,y)

(3.3.1)

GAUSSIAN SURFACE

2z (x y).f elp(x,y)

e'"1* z(x°1)?
1

2 (xpy) dz *

According to Cramer (2, pp.287-288),

(3.3.3) ' eif[z(x,Y)-z(x'.71)il

-1/2 fto-2(x,y)-2r(x,y,x'syi)+c(x:y1)]= e

(b)
) 1/2/to-( x,y)

-1z(x4r) z(x17)e ) e 2a(x*y) dz

Hence* 2 2f c-ixaiKJ eicz(x.y)/ e 2

(3,3#2) f2c(x.y)
(b) E {-04.244(x'31 sfg e- 2



It is now possible to write

(3.3.4)

2 2
Crl "I't)

2Eiteips/(00t)/
2 0,t)

E.f et-11021(01 = 2

(o)
if 410irial(0..z1(01,t')ief

-1/2?(4-23.(0,t)-2r1(apt,01,t1 )40-210' lot' MI.

where

0_1 02(0 t)

0_2 hsinecosesint + hsintitosq,
cos20-cos2yv

hsinOeost
(oos20.. 004))112 I

r (9 t 0/0e) =r[heinOoosesint +" #
eos20 - oos2(if

hsinOoost

results in

(eos20 - oos201/2

eos0' sint' + hsinta.cme
cos20 - oos yv

hsineleost/
(cos201 cos2V/)1/2

The substitution of (3.3.4) into (3.2.8) and (3.2.20)



t2 -
(3.3.5) E 1 I(0)1=1 1/(0) (deint+02 e1N(0)si11t

ti
aa_2(81

f- [A(Ott) - BO/0W +

2(e t)

2 2 2ft o /64. Bo
(3.3.6) W(a:Pit sYvese ) , 2 2 2,2

4..ro v 111

i(k+0)(ai_a)
008 qi

dt ;

20)112(0032_/-
eas&P

1/2cos20cost20/(eos20-cos

f
t2 tf 2

(dsint + a)2 (d/ esin+ a')2ti
eiiii(0)8i11t -N(8)sint)

L(A(ett) - B(e0t))(Mei tti ) BO lotg )]

t f...2. {,,r120,0 ari(eikto0' tti) I
- 2t - 4 at at

[ocri2(e' sti) ari(ettsei Jot ) i
at' -2 at'

a r,4.2(0 ,t,e' rt') Weinci
+ [(A(43-st')-B(0/stinatat/ '.' 2

kjia2(01sti) a ri(Ottsfroti))
et' - 2 at' - (A(0,t)-B(est))
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ri2(3,t)- 
2 

i)ri(egtve Ioti ) )] 
+ 

sin2P1 (a 
at at 

-1/2f? 4(00t)-2r1(0,t,01,t') 
+ 

c54.(9',t1)j 

112 
(dmint + 

a)2 (d/sine+ a')2 
ti1 

N(W)sint') 

[A(e t) - B(oot))(A(estf) li(e've)] 
4 

_ 
ifs2i" (A(ei,t') 

agf(0,0) 
- 1A(elt) - B(9,t)] at 
02 2 2 

2 
!...(q1(0,t)+gi(e,t')] 

' 
sinP/ dtdt 

If cij2(x#Y) =cr a constant, over the entire 
surface, equations (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) reduce to 

(3.3.7) Ei [I(s)] = L(0) sinP e 

ar12 (eitt) acri2(e'sti 
) 

at a t' 

BO' 
ott)].xi2 (e *t 

at' 

t2 S(dsint 
+ 

a)2 e1N(0)sintdt 
; ti 

dtdt 



fr 02/A02
(3.3.8) w(a,P,v4Yte,e') = 2 2 2,2

1410 v

cospeosyi(k+0-)(ai -a)
cos (4)

2
cos2Ocos2e/(cos20-cos4v)1/2(cos 0 -cos 4,1

I 4;1;2 p2
(dsint + a)2(esine+ al)2

t1 1

ei[N(01)sinti-N(0)sinti

fiA(0,t) - B(0,011A(V,e) - B(e',e)]

arice,tte (e,t,e,t)
at dt'

02r (ett,e1,t1))
a tat/

+ 1fs1n tA(eisti)-B(e'sti))
ari(e,t:0'

arl(e,t,e',t')
ifsini3tA(Oot) B(Ost)]

+ sin2f31 dti dt

e0b2
t2

sins e- f f (dsint+af(di sine + )2

i(14(0/)sine-N(0)sint) ,
dt"dti

The scattering surface degenerates to a plane if Cr = 0.
It is noted that there is agreement between (3.3.7) and

(2.3.4) for this partioular ease.
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